Welcome to the thirteenth annual Student Screenwriting

Showcase presented by the Department of Cinema and
Television Arts at California State University, Northridge.
Tonight, you will be treated to readings from the works of
five of our exemplary students; three written in our Master
of Fine Arts in Screenwriting, and two in our undergraduate
Screenwriting program.
Designing a showcase for Screenwriters is not an easy thing.
What exactly should it be? Thirteen years ago, we pioneered
our unique brand of staged reading. The presentation you will
experience tonight is not theater, as there is little in the way of
blocking. It is not mere recitation, as the performances have
been directed. And it is not cinema, because we set out to
highlight the words on the page before they become moving
images on a screen.
Writing for the screen is a decidedly tough gig. There is no
guarantee of success, even after coming through one of our fine writing programs. All of the students
presenting their screenplays this evening clearly display enormous talent. But in the competitive and
challenging world of Hollywood, it takes more than talent. It takes persistence, a tough skin, and a lot of
support. You in the audience provide that critical support for these nascent screenwriters. To see their
work performed means the world to them. So, know that your presence is not only deeply appreciated
but will contribute to their confidence and ultimate success. It might not take a village, but it certainly
takes an audience.
This evening’s event would not be possible without the efforts of many individuals. I heartily thank: Dan
Hosken, Dean of the Mike Curb College of Arts, Media and Communication; Thelma Vickroy, Chair of
the Cinema and Television Arts Department; Jon Stahl, Option Head of Screenwriting and co-producer
of this event; Scott Sturgeon, Graduate Program Coordinator; Professors of Screenwriting Eric Edson
and Alexis Krasilovsky; CSUN Associated Students for their financial assistance; Mark Schaubert for
the creation of the printed program; Professor Anamarie Dwyer, Chair of the Theater Department, and
all her colleagues, for their time and help and for the use of this beautiful theater; all the wonderful
actors who have donated their talent; and last but certainly not least, Christine Menzies, for her artful
direction of tonight’s presentation.
We hope you enjoy the evening and thank you for attending.

Jared Rappaport
Professor of Screenwriting
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Melinda Hsu Taylor

Writer/Executive Producer
Showcase Host

MELINDA HSU TAYLOR is a writer/executive producer on Fox’s X-Men drama The

Gifted and a lifelong genre geek. She started writing at age 9, when she authored a Star
Trek fan fiction novella series on a stack of spiral notebooks in her childhood bedroom in
Bangor, Maine. Episodic TV credits include Lost, The Vampire Diaries, Falling Skies, Star
Wars: The Clone Wars, Medium, and one-hour pilots for Netflix, NBC and Lifetime. For
her work on Lost, she was nominated for an Emmy and a Writers’ Guild Award. She is an
alum of the Warner Bros. TV Drama Writers’ Workshop as well as the WGA Showrunner
Training Program. She also serves on the Board of the Sarah Jones Film Foundation,
which fosters set safety through awareness and accountability.
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13th Annual
Screenwriting Showcase
Welcoming Remarks by Jared Rappaport
Screenplay Introductions by Melinda Hsu Taylor

Is That You, Cecilia?

feature-length screenplay by Erica Scandariato

Mira Me

short film script by Ana Paula Villa

Princess

feature-length screenplay by Tina Salmassi

La Mara

short film script by Marta Aguilar

Nature Boy

television pilot by Morgan Land

Reception

(Immediately Following)
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Erica
Scandariato
Erica was born and raised on Long Island, New York. After graduating from Boston University, she
began her career working for The Late Late Show with Craig Ferguson, in Los Angeles. Throughout
the show’s 10-year run, she held various production positions, appeared in sketches, and contributed
creatively by writing topical monologue jokes.
When the show ended and Erica decided to continue her education, her family was thrilled… then
she told them it was an MFA in Screenwriting. She’s hoping things like being named a Finalist in
the 2017 Page International Screenwriting Awards and this showcase will convince them that she’s
not making terrible life decisions. After graduation she plans to write comedy for scripted television
and sell screenplays.
Other non-notable things that might help you get to know her a little better: she eats lunch alone in
her car every day in the parking garage at work, has a beloved cat named James, and recently cut
the cord on her cable subscription.

Is That You, Cecilia?
Leslie is 29, still lives with her parents, and for all intents and purposes is a loser. She’s
committed to a life run by her own self-righteous, neurotic theories. After being arrested
for an outburst at a Subway sandwich shop, she’s forced to do community service. There,
she meets Casper, a 74-year-old alcoholic. When Casper reveals that Leslie looks exactly
like his recently deceased wife, Cecelia, Leslie skips out on her community service and
moves in with him at a 55 and older community. As Leslie becomes comedically entangled
in Casper’s life, the dysfunctional relationship leads to revelations about themselves, and
Cecelia, proving it’s never too late to grow up.
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Ana Paula Villa
Ana Paula Villa is a writer/director from Brazil. She moved to the United States in 2015 to finish her
Film Production degree at California State University, Northridge.
During her time in the U.S., Ana worked as an Art Director in “Custody”, an indie western-noir feature
film directed by John Lacy, that is set to be released in the second semester of 2018. This was her
first time working in a feature film and it was a great introduction to movie making in the States. She
also had the chance to work on a show for Disney’s online interactive branch, where she gained
experience working for a bigger company and in a professional set environment. She volunteered to
help on various CSUN Thesis Films and AFI Conservatory Films because working alongside other
students really inspires her and provides a great learning experience.
As a student, she had the chance to write, co-write, direct and shoot over seven short films. When
she is not on set or in class, she works as a freelance photographer and is constantly thinking of
new ideas and characters for her next script.

Mira Me
After getting robbed, beaten and thoroughly humiliated, Mira, a Los Angeles prostitute,
feels she has no choice but to accept a dangerous offer that has the potential to solve
her financial problems but that carries an unimaginable risk.
“Mira Me” is a story about a young, transgender woman struggling to embrace her true
identity. Her past self still lives within her, and she can’t let go of him because he represents
the only connection to her family. Ultimately, Mira reaches a point at which she must let
go of her fears and find the courage to become the woman she was born to be.
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Tina
Salmassi
Tina Salmassi is an L.A.-based writer and director who started making narrative films while earning
her doctorate in engineering at Caltech. Her work explores themes of circumstance and sexuality
in the lives of everyday people. She’s written and directed several short films, including “Tumbling”
(2011), which she made through the American Film Institute’s Directing Workshop for Women. At
CSUN, she wrote her first feature-length screenplay, Princess, and has written and developed
several other television and feature scripts. Once she graduates, she plans to keep writing and
focus on bringing her stories to screens both big and small. She lives in Altadena and is mother to
four amazing boys.

Princess
Princess is a drama about Gina, a woman who lives in her car and performs as a birthday
party princess. While the moms are preoccupied, Gina turn tricks for the dads in order
to make extra cash to pay for reconstructive surgery, since a mastectomy has left her
less than whole. At one party, a teenage boy, Melvin, witnesses Gina servicing his father.
This results in an unusual arrangement: Melvin will help Gina get the money she needs
if she will help him get the girl of his dreams. What the unlikely partners don’t realize is
that they need each other’s friendship most of all.
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Marta Aguilar
Words are the only outlet to look to in time of need.
Growing up in Oakland, CA, a city in the Bay Area, was
not easy. Hardships in my family came about from the
moment I was born. The only thing that comforted me
was writing. Once I started seeing films, I connected
my words with those of hero’s in films and in stories.
In elementary school, I also enjoyed when the teacher
would say “write a narrative.” I would imagine pictures with these narratives, and once I got to High School,
film was my passion.
I practiced writing scripts, although I knew nothing about the rules of screenwriting. All I did was imagine
a story and created characters who fought to get to their goal, or sometimes just being happy that they
were happy. Films like Philadelphia, Stand by Me, and Into the Wild, drove me to tell stories of someone
who is different, but wants to make it in life, knowing that all that matters is what you feel like feeling, what
your way of thinking is, and achieving what you want to achieve.

La Mara
Brenda, a 15-year-old girl, is trapped in the world of the Salvadorian gang, MS-13. She
has a passion for art, along with her best friend Hector, but he cannot take the mental
and physical pain of being bullied any longer. Hector decides to join MS-13 but is not
equipped to deal with the life, and loses his. Now it’s up to Brenda to avenge him, but
can she do it?
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Morgan Land
Morgan Land studied film at New York University, the
Los Angeles Film School and is a proud candidate of
Cal State Northridge’s MFA program in screenwriting.
Before entering the world of academia, Morgan wrote
and produced the 2013 film THE ICEMAN (starring
Michael Shannon, Ray Liotta, James Franco, Winona
Ryder and Chris Evans) chronicling the life of doomed
New Jersey business man and contract killer Richard
Kuklinski. The film was an official selection of the
Venice and Toronto film festivals and won praise for
Michael Shannon’s role as the titular character.
In 2005, his film SIMPLE LIES, starring Colin Hanks and Alan Tudyk was an official selection of the IFC film
festival. It had a long and fruitful run on cable television. His next screenplay BLANCO, chronicling the
world of Narco sub trafficking is currently in pre-production with Arnold Schwarzenegger attached to star.
Morgan would like to thank professors Stahl, Edson and Rappaport for their support and guidance...and
re-igniting his love for story and writing. Morgan would also like to thank his wife Cammy and his kids
Liam and Betsy, without whose love he’d find life nearly impossible.

Nature Boy
Three thousand years in the future, after the great nuclear war —
Humans finds themselves again in a “biblical” bronze age. Their past forgotten, the new ‘fish religion’
has conquered the world. Born of the belief that humans were created from the excrement of the great
FLOUNDER, holy edifices and traditions have been constructed in service of the fish: the holiest of men
are those capable of holding their breath the longest, while people copulate when women swim through
the semen of masturbating men. Laws based on stringent dietary rules (fish are forbidden to be eaten)
serve to keep the order.
In a crisis of faith, our hero...Father Koi devours a fish and is forced to flee Silverfish. While wandering
the desert wasteland, Koi comes upon a three thousand year old fall out shelter from the “great nuclear
war,” whose last inhabitant (a tattoo covered red neck) had a hankering for beer and WWE wrestling.
Enthralled by the many odd and fascinating trinkets Koi discovers in the shelter, the real find is a DVD
player and blue ray television.
When the shelter’s generator kicks on, Koi’s made privy to a documentary of the wrestler RIC FLAIR —
“the wheeling and dealing” icon of pro wrestling whom Koi mistakes for the one true god himself.
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Student Screenwriting Showcase
Produced By
Jared Rappaport and Jon Stahl
Directed By
Christine Menzies
Co-Director
Marthe Wendelborg
Hosted By
Melinda Hsu Taylor
Sound Design
Joseph Tran
Graphic Design
Mark Schaubert
Special Thanks To:
Eric Edson, Alexis Krasilovsky
and Scott Sturgeon
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Cast
Women

Men

Hazel De luna
Alyssa Lopez
Madison Seiffert
Rachael Portillo
Natasha Nix
Jessica Spriggs
Jennifer Rico
Jasmine Ibrahem
Yoatzin Velazquez Virues
Natasha Nix
Jessica Cruz
Jennifer Linares
Rachel Portillo
Nakaya Erickson
Teryn Eikenberry

Shyiem Parker
Brandon Rodriguez
Arabi Jarrah
Zachary Guerrero
McCall Young
Donald Stewart
Edward Michels
Jonathan Thompson
Alex Williams
Ryan Schmitt
Alfredo Antillon

About the Director
Christine Menzies

MFA Acting, Fitzmaurice Associate teacher, Smukler certified
Professor, California State University, Northridge
Born in Trinidad and Tobago, Christine Menzies has been an Actor, Director, Acting
Coach, Voice Coach, and Dialect Coach in the United States and Canada. She
has also taught at the University of Trinidad & Tobago, Louisiana State University,
Portland State University, the University of Southern California and Cal Poly,
Pomona, as well as colleges and universities across Canada. She has been a
Voice/Text/Dialects Director at the Oregon and Kentucky Shakespeare festivals,
at Portland Centre Stage and Artists Repertory Theatre, Oregon and The Swine
Palace, Louisiana. Christine has directed extensively in the U.S. and abroad. Her most recent CSUN directing
undertakings include SCORCHED, THE AFRICAN COMPANY PRESENTS RICHARD III, MACBETH, ANNA IN
THE TROPICS, and BIG LOVE at The Valley Performing Arts Center.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF CINEMA AND TELEVISION ARTS
CONGRATULATES TONIGHT’S SHOWCASE SCREENWRITERS

A “Top 25 Film Program”
The Hollywood Reporter

A “Stellar Film School”
Variety
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